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mobilized for the conduct of hostilities.1 In this matter, the wheel
of social change had conie round full circle; ami its completed revolu-
tion had obliterated those hardly won and jealously guarded distinc-
tions between civilians and combatants, and between the 'politeness*
of the civilized soldier and the ferocity of the savage warrior, which
had seemed, to eighteenth-century Western minds, to he the essential
and at last secure differentia between Civilization and 'Barbarism.
In the Western Society of a.d. 1033, as iu the primitive society to
which the Nazis pedantically traced back their own physical and
spiritual ancestry, every adult male and female member of any belli-
gerent community was practically a combatant, and therefore, morally
a legitimate target for hostile military operations; and at the moment
when the general progress of Applied Science hud realized Leonardo's
materialistic dream in this iinexpected and sinister way, the particular
achievement of Leonardo's favourite fancy—the enlargement of
Man's physical capacities by the invention of a Ilying-mae.lnnc—had
placed it within the power of any belligerent to avail himself in
practice of his newly conferred moral right to "wage war upon the
entire population and equipment of the enemy country, without
distinction between civilians and combatants, With the conquest of
the air, the range of warfare was extended at one. bound from the
traditional two-dimensional field on the land and water surface of
the planet, in which battle had been joined between fleets or armies
along linear 'fronts', into a novel three-dimensional field in which
bombing-planes, operating from the air, assailed, not enemy 'lines',
but enemy 'areas1—that is to say, as largo a part of the surface of
the enemy country, including all the life and all the apparatus borne
upon it, as could be reached by air operation** from the assailant's
air-bases. This was 'the totalitarian warfare" which 'the totalitarian
national state' found ready to its hand.
Nor was the bombing-plane the deadliest weapon, that Applied
Science had placed at a ' totalitarian national slateV command.
The business ability of the modern Western World had turned to
practical account—in the first instance, for private commercial
profit—the two technical inventions of printing and railways, and
the social achievement of universal primary education, in order to
create—out of an artful assemblage and combination of these dis-
parate materials—the modern popular press with its wide distribu-
1 This recognition had been translated into legislative term*, in the country
which was the greatest military Power in the post-war World, in the shape of
the French law of 1928 for the general organization of the nation in war-time
(see the Survey for 1927, pp. 2-3).

